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Abstract 
 
Geomorphic mapping based on high-resolution lidar data indicates that the Van Zandt Landslide 
Complex (VZLC) has multiple crosscutting debris lobes (up to 51.4 x 106 m3) with long runouts 
(H/L= 0.14; 0.21) typical of catastrophic rock avalanches. AMS 14C dates from in situ logs and 
lake sediment cores yield overlapping ages for emplacement of Debris Lobe 2 (1330-1285 cal. 
yrs. B.P) and Debris Lobe 3 (1300-1285 cal. yrs. B.P.) Although Debris Lobe 3 overlies a 
portion of Debris Lobe 2, it is possible that emplacement of the two deposits was nearly 
synchronous or in rapid succession. The debris lobes are not contemporaneous with any known 
paleoseismic events from local shallow-crustal faults but do overlap with a known Cascadia 
megaquake (event T4). Abundant transverse surface fractures, a distal “splash zone,” as well as 
debris exposures showing basal mixing, soft-sediment deformation, and substrate injection 
features provide evidence for significant rock avalanche-substrate interaction and mobility-
enhancing liquefaction. To evaluate ongoing retrogressive block sliding in the headwall region, 
we installed wire extensometers in three prominent tension gaps and tracked their movement 
over an 18-month period between 10/15 and 4/17; all three sites experienced measurable 
displacement (up to 5.7 cm total), with progressive movement largely accelerating and 
decelerating in response to short- and long-term precipitation conditions. Although recorded 
strain rates were relatively slow during this period, incipient detachment scarps across the 
headwall involve slabs with a total volume of ~35.2 x 106 m3, the potential release of which 
could pose a serious hazard to people and property in the valley below.  
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1.0 Introduction 
  
Catastrophic long-runout landslides have long fascinated and confounded geologists, hazard 
planners, and anyone who has tried to understand their complexities. Beginning with the Elm, 
Switzerland landslide (115 fatalities; Buss and Heim, 1881) and the later Frank, Alberta rock 
avalanche (73 fatalities, McConnell and Brock, 1904), early researchers recognized the great 
threat high-mobility landslides posed to people and property in mountainous regions worldwide.  
Throughout the 20th century, attempts were made to identify causal factors, triggers, and failure 
dynamics (e.g., Heim, 1932, Shreve, 1968; Hsu, 1975; Melosh, 1979, Legros, 2002) from which 
much of the current scientific paradigm was established. Relatively recent advances in dating 
techniques (e.g., improvements to 14C analysis and surface exposure dating) and landslide 
modeling, combined with the widespread availability of airborne lidar imagery, have helped 
provide valuable insights into the temporal and spatial distribution of large slides. However, two 
recent high-mobility events, the Oso, Washington debris avalanche-flow (43 fatalities; 
3/22/2014) and the West Salt Creek, Colorado rock avalanche (3 fatalities; 5/25/2014) 
highlighted in a dramatic fashion the lack of constraints on landslides in North America. Long-
runout catastrophic landslides may not be as enigmatic as they once were, but a thorough 
understanding of their timing, mechanics, and possible triggers remains a work in progress. 
 The lack of constraints for high-mobility slides is particularly acute in the Pacific 
Northwest, an area that is highly susceptible to large slope failures because of its high relief 
terrain, seismic activity, and abundant precipitation. Although several recent studies (e.g., 
Iverson et al., 2015; Keaton et al., 2014, Lahusen et al., 2016, Stark et al., 2017) have focused on 
large slope failures that initiate in unconsolidated glacial deposits, little attention so far has been 
given to catastrophic bedrock landslides. In order to help address this deficiency, we evaluate 
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prehistoric failures and ongoing activity at the Van Zandt Landslide Complex (VZLC), a zone of 
high mobility bedrock landslides in the Nooksack River Basin in the western foothills of the 
North Cascades of Washington (Figure 1). We combine detailed geomorphic mapping, volume 
estimates, and radiocarbon dating of prehistoric debris lobes to assess landsliding timing, 
potential triggers, and runout mechanisms. A secondary component of the study employs 
extensometer monitoring and field investigation of ongoing deformation in the headwall region 
to evaluate future hazards at the site.  
 Landslide constraints are crucial for hazard assessments and risk evaluations in the 
Pacific Northwest because landslides in the region are sparsely studied and significant population 
growth is occurring in potentially hazardous areas. There are dozens of deep-seated landslides in 
Nooksack River Basin (Schmidt and Montgomery, 1995), including the VZLC and at least three 
other slide complexes (Figure 1) that have hundreds of people living, working and traveling in 
potential runout paths of high mobility rock avalanches. In areas where landslide clusters exist, 
regional chronologies can reveal potential casual links between individual or multiple slides and 
triggers such as rainstorms, earthquakes or other external stimuli. Furthermore, volume and 
runout estimates are critical in evaluating the effects of future failures and the amount of people 
and assets they put at risk. One of the most applicable and consequential uses of landslide 
volume and age constraints is the establishment of return periods and event probabilities for 
events of varying magnitudes. Informed decision making also requires identification of slopes 
prone to failure and information on active deformation in potential initiation zones.  
 The results of this project not only have local relevance but also contribute to the broader 
understanding of bedrock landslide dynamics. Rock avalanches are common in most tectonically 
active mountain belts (Hewitt et al., 2008) and a comparative investigation of slides in different 
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regions can help answer some of the unresolved as well as emerging questions in landslide 
research. Of particular interest to investigators are constraints on triggering mechanisms, the 
effects of rock avalanche-substrate interactions, and the mechanics of slow-deep-seated 
deformation that transitions to rapid catastrophic failure. Our findings address each of these 
issues and provide crucial constraints for a poorly understood type of landslide that threatens 
people and property both near and far.  
 
2.0 Background  
2.1 Study Site  
The VZLC is located approximately 25 km east of Bellingham, WA, in western foothills of the 
North Cascades (Figure 1). The source headwall is on the western slope of a prominent 
arrowhead-shaped bedrock plateau, the Van Zandt Dike, with a maximum elevation of 673 m 
above sea level. The headwall rises steeply > 500 m above the lower reaches of the runout zone 
near the confluence of the South Fork and North Fork Nooksack rivers (Figures 1, 2). The 
northern half of the plateau (and the entire VZLC headwall) comprises Eocene Chuckanut 
Formation (sandstone, mudstone, siltstone, and minor coal intervals) whereas the southern half is 
composed of Darrington Phyllite (Figure 1; Tabor et al., 2003). A sharp slope break between the 
steep western slope and the gentle upper plateau defines the uppermost extent of the landslide 
headwall. The plateau is characterized by a series of gentle NE-SW trending ridges separated by 
shallow troughs (Figures 2, 3). This alternating ridge and swale topography reflects distinct 
steeply dipping beds of the Chuckanut Formation and has been termed “ribbed Chuckanut 
slopes” by previous workers (e.g., Fiksdal and Brunengo, 1981; Brunengo, 2001) who attributed 
the morphology to preferential scouring of weaker beds by overriding Pleistocene glaciers. The 
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Nooksack River Basin is particularly susceptible to large slope failures because of its high relief, 
seismic activity, and abundant precipitation (Brunengo, 2001). Furthermore, the source rock for 
the VZLC, the Eocene Chuckanut Formation, has a documented propensity for deep-seated 
landsliding due to pervasive and abundant discontinuities (Badger, 2002; Schmidt and 
Montgomery, 1996). These combined endogenic and exogenic factors create a complex system 
in which slopes are primed for failure following long-term preconditioning by a variety of forces.  
 
2.2 Bedrock Geology  
The Eocene Chuckanut Formation is a sequence of highly folded interbedded fine-grained and 
coarse-grained alluvial strata. The unit is up to 6000 m thick, making it one of the thickest non-
marine sedimentary sequences in the United States (Dragovich et al., 1997). Several studies (e.g., 
Johnson, 1984; Mustoe, 1997) have divided the Chuckanut Formation into the Bellingham Bay, 
Slide, Padden, Maple Falls, and Governors Point members. The entire source zone of the VZLC 
is mapped as Bellingham Bay Member (Dragovich et al., 1997); however it is within 0.5 km of 
the mapped contact with the Slide Member. Some workers (e.g., Mustoe, 1997; Johnson, 1982) 
have suggested that these two members are at least partially coeval, representing the same fluvial 
system. The only sedimentological difference between the two members is an overall finer 
texture of the Slide Member, which rarely contains strata coarser than medium-grained sandstone 
(Johnson, 1984). Both units are thick- to thin-bedded, well-sorted, rounded to subrounded 
micaceous fine-grained arkosic sandstone alternating with abundant mudstone, siltstone, and 
minor coal intervals (Johnson, 1984; Dragovich et al., 1997). The most extensive intact bedrock 
outcrops in the study area occur near the landslide headscarp where alternating sandstone and 
finer grained strata strike to the SSW-NNE to SW-NE and dip between 38° and 53° to the NW.  
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2.3 Landsliding in the Chuckanut Formation 
 The Chuckanut Formation is highly susceptible to landsliding because it often crops out 
as alternating beds of tilted massive sandstone and mechanically weak shale, mudstone, and coal 
(Brunengo, 2001). Lithologic contacts represent anisotropies in the rock mass and create discrete 
planes of weakness that act as rupture surfaces for deep-seated landslides (Fiksdal and Brunengo, 
1981; Schmidt and Montgomery, 1996). During extensive Paleogene folding of the Chuckanut 
Formation, bedding parallel shear stresses were accommodated by flexural slip within weak 
interbeds (shale, mudstone, and coal), which may have primed these weak layers for future 
slippage (Badger, 2002). Furthermore, the extensive folding has caused widespread jointing that 
creates lateral release surfaces that are at high angles to bedding (Badger, 2002; Fiksdal and 
Brunengo, 1981).  
 Due to its persistent discontinuities, Schmidt and Montgomery (1996) chose the 
Chuckanut Formation as the ideal rock type to adapt the existing rock mass strength (RMS) 
classification of Selby (1980) for use in testing parameters that affect deep-seated bedrock 
landsliding. They identified dozens of large mountain front landslides (slumps, translational rock 
slides and rock avalanches; Figure 1) that initiated in the Chuckanut Fm. and compared RMS 
values between failed slopes and stable slopes. They then evaluated the relative influence of 
seven input parameters on hillslope-scale rock strength. Previous studies (e.g., Hoek, 1983; 
Priest, 1993) established that discontinuities control hillslope-scale strength but had not 
quantified the relative influences of discontinuity spacing, pervasiveness, width, and orientation 
relative to the hillslope (dip divergence). The RMS calculations of Schmidt and Montgomery 
(1996) also considered in-situ rock competence, degree of weathering, and availability of 
groundwater along discontinuity surfaces.  
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 Schmidt and Montgomery (1996) concluded that bedding plane structure provides the 
strongest control on deep-seated landsliding within the Chuckanut Fm. The vast majority of 
slopes on which failures have occurred have dip directions in the same direction as the slope 
(cataclinal slopes) including at all four rock avalanches (VZLC, Racehorse Creek Landslide 
Complex, Middle Fork landslide complex, and Maple Falls landslide; Figure 1). Furthermore, 
they found that over 75 percent of the failed slopes have dip angles within 20° of the slope 
gradient and that in many cases the dip angle is steeper than the slope gradient. These “underdip” 
(Cruden, 1989) cataclinal slopes require a “toe breakout” (Hungr et al., 2014) rupture across 
bedding in order for the failure to daylight along the slope face. The second most influential 
factor is in situ shear strength of fine-grained modulating layers (shale, mudstone, coal). Schmidt 
and Montgomery (1996) found limited correlation between joint orientations and deep-seated 
bedrock landsliding because they do not act as dominant failure surfaces. They concluded that 
because the joints are usually at high angles to bedding and slope direction, they are subparallel 
to gravity-induced shear stress and do little to influence failure. The authors hypothesized that 
although joints do not act as primary rupture surfaces, they aid in landslide initiation by 
providing a conduit for “toe breakout” surfaces to daylight and exit hillslopes.  
 
2.4 Regional Tectonics  
There are several Paleogene faults in the vicinity of the VZLC (Figure 1), some of which have 
been reactivated in the Holocene under a new tectonic stress regime (Sherrod et al., 2013). 
Oblique subduction along the Cascadia Margin causes upper-plate block migration and N-S 
shortening that is accommodated along numerous shallow-crustal faults throughout the Puget 
Sound region (Mazzotti et al., 2002). These faults include the Boulder Creek Fault, the Birch 
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Bay Fault, Canyon Creek Fault as well as several others (Figure 1; Kelsey et al., 2013; Sherrod et 
al., 2013). 
  
2.5 Glacial History 
Episodic continental glaciation has strongly influenced the present landscape of northwest 
Washington. During the Pleistocene, maximum advances of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet 
extensively scoured and oversteepened the valley walls of the Nooksack River Basin and 
surrounding areas. This substantial glacial erosion combined with interglacial river incision, 
particularly at the base of slopes, left many of the regional mountain fronts at or above their 
maximum threshold hillslope heights and gradients, making them highly susceptible to failure 
(Schmidt and Montgomery, 1996; Montgomery, 2002).  
 
3.0 Methods  	  
Our study combines detailed geomorphic mapping, radiocarbon dating of select landslide 
sediments, and active monitoring of headscarp fractures in order to evaluate the timing, 
development, and continued evolution of the VZLC. Surficial mapping of the headwall region 
and debris field is crucial to determining slide extents, magnitudes, and possible source zones. 
Field mapping also provides constraints on failure and transport mechanics of large prehistoric 
landslides as well as ongoing modes of failure. Emplacement ages were determined from 
radiocarbon dating of in situ organic material from lake cores and several exposures of the slide 
debris. We also installed an array of surface crack extensometers and a weather station in the 
active headscarp region to evaluate the potential influence of precipitation on the timing and 
magnitude of ongoing deformation.   
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3.1 Geomorphic Mapping   
Airborne lidar data are essential for detailed landslide investigations and hazard assessments in 
densely vegetated regions such as the Pacific Northwest (McKenna et al., 2008). High-resolution 
bare-earth derivatives reveal surface morphology that is not readily discernable in aerial photos 
or through field methods (Schulz, 2004). We completed preliminary mapping of the complex 
based on hillshade and slope digital terrain models. In the headwall region, our goal was to 
identify evacuated source zones, landslide scarps, and indicators of recent or ongoing 
deformation. In the runout zone, we mapped deposit extents, evaluated spatial relationships 
among landforms, and documented indicators of transport and emplacement mechanics.  
 Comprehensive field mapping provided a check of our remote interpretations and 
allowed for more precise delineation of features that were poorly resolved in lidar. In the active 
headwall region, we integrated geomorphic observations with structural mapping of 
discontinuity-controlled scarps and tension fractures to elucidate failure mechanics. We further 
characterized ongoing deformation by evaluating natural strain indicators such as sagging blocks, 
shearing roots, and split trees. Mapping was compiled on a lidar (PSLC, 2013; WA DNR, 2016) 
hillshade basemap (Figures 2, 3). 
 
3.2 14C Dating 
Dating prehistoric landslides can be difficult because many lack natural exposures and datable 
material linked to their formation (Hewitt et al., 2008). Fortuitously, the VZLC contains an 
abundance of naturally formed ponds on its two youngest debris lobes that are suitable for lake 
coring and 14C sampling; the lobes also have several natural and human-made exposures of the 
debris field that contain datable organics (Figure 2). In order to establish a chronology of 
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prehistoric failures at this site, we aimed to recover datable terrestrial macrofossils (e.g., twigs, 
wood fragments, and needles) from post-emplacement lacustrine sediments and underlying slide 
diamicton. Such perennial lakes are favorable for 14C sampling because their anoxic conditions 
commonly preserve organic material that is coeval with lake formation (Lang et al., 1999). At 
debris exposures, our goal was to collect datable material (e.g., macrofossils, in situ logs) 
directly from slide diamicton.  
 Based on airborne lidar imagery (Figure 2), we selected four natural ponds to core, two 
from each of the youngest two debris lobes. Historic aerial photographs and field investigation of 
the lake-basin morphology confirmed that the lakes were naturally formed and not the result of 
human landscape alterations. We conducted detailed bathymetric surveys of each pond in order 
to target the deepest portions of these shallow lakes where they were least likely to have ever 
dried up or been affected by sub-aerial processes such as burrowing, root development, and rapid 
decomposition of organics. Based on these data, we created bathymetric maps using Surfer 
(v.8.0) data visualization software. At each lake, we collected multiple parallel cores using a 
modified Livingstone piston corer (Wright, 1967) from an anchored floating raft; in each case, 
we pushed to refusal in coarse-grained diamicton, which we interpret as being part of the original 
slide debris. Cores were split, photographed, and sampled for terrestrial macrofossils at Western 
Washington University.  	   Further 14C sampling was conducted at several river-cut and human-made exposures of 
the landslide deposit (Figure 2). At the distal edge of Debris Lobe 2, there are natural fluvial 
incisions of the slide debris along the South and North forks of the Nooksack River. In addition 
to cut bank exposures, we also investigated recent excavations on residential properties as well 
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as sand and gravel mining operations located on the surface and lateral edges of the slide deposit 
(Figure 1).   
 At each exposure, we searched for in situ wood fragments, charcoal, terrestrial 
macrofossils and logs embedded in the slide mass and underlying alluvium. Small samples such 
as wood fragments were collected by hand. Cross-sectional slabs of buried logs (Supplemental 
Figure S7) were extracted using handheld saws and digging tools with the exception of a 
particularly large (>2 m diameter) old-growth cedar, which we sampled with an onsite backhoe 
and long-bar chainsaw. Logs were cleaned, dried and the outermost growth rings were sampled 
for 14C analysis at Western Washington University.  
 
 
3.3 14C Analysis and Calibration  
 
Sample preparation and Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) 14C analyses were conducted at 
the Center for Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (CAMS) at Lawrence Livermore National Lab 
(LLNL). Radiocarbon ages were calibrated using the online OxCal 4.2 program (Ramsey, 2009a) 
and the IntCal13.14c curve (Reimer et al., 2009). Dates presented as calibrated include the prefix 
cal. and are reported as two-sigma ages. The results are presented with both original 14C analyses 
and the 2-sigma calibrated age ranges (Table 1) 
 
3.4 Volumetric Analysis 
 
To estimate the volume of the three main debris lobes, we modeled horizontal pre-slide surfaces 
using projections of underlying fluvial terraces imaged in lidar. We then calculated the volume 
of material overlying these planes using the cut/fill spatial analyst tool and 1-meter difference 
grids (raster files) in ArcGIS (v.10.4; Coe et al., 2016; Orwin et al., 2004). We verified the 
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deposit thicknesses using borehole and residential well data, as well as the elevations of basal 
contacts at three exposures of the slide debris (Orwin et al., 2004). Surface topography and areal 
extents of each lobe are well defined in the high-resolution lidar. 
 We also used the cut/fill tool to estimate evacuated source-area volumes by estimating 
pre-event topography from projections of slopes outside the source areas. These calculations 
provide an independent test of our debris-field volume calculations as well as estimations of 
possible volumetric expansion of the slide mass during disaggregation and transport (Coe et al., 
2016).  
 
 
3.5 Active Monitoring 
 
Landslide hazard assessment requires not only constraints on previous failures but also data on 
active deformation in potential initiation zones (Reid et al., 2008; Tarchi et al., 2003). In order to 
examine progressive strain in the active headwall region, we installed a monitoring system 
consisting of three surface-crack extensometers, four seismometers, and a tipping cup rain gauge. 
Because the extensometers are connected to time data loggers making hourly measurements, we 
evaluate not only whether the fractures are actively expanding or contracting but also whether 
movement is continuous or episodic. We also test the influence of precipitation on strain rates 
and deformation behavior by comparing rainfall data (cumulative precipitation, and intensity) to 
recorded displacement. Unimeasure JX-PA potentiometric extensometers have a maximum span 
of 2-4 m, standard measurement range of 120 mm, and repeatable precision of 0.15 mm. 
Precipitation data were collected from an onsite Campbell Scientific tipping cup rain gauge as 
well as the nearby Lawrence, WA weather station located ~11 km away (WSU, 2017). 
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4.0 Results 
4.1 Debris Lobe Geomorphologies 
 The runout zone of the VZLC comprises at least three landslide debris lobes that 
accumulated on the valley floor southeast of the confluence between the South Fork and North 
Fork Nooksack rivers (Figure 3). The debris lobes are distinguishable from the adjacent 
floodplain by their raised relief and irregular hummocky terrain and from one another based on 
cross-cutting morphologies of their outer margins and by distinct morphologic textures. The total 
area covered by the landslide debris is approximately 4.7 km2. 
 The southernmost deposit, Debris Lobe 1, is a maximum of 1.8 km long, covers an area 
of ~0.79 km2, has an apparent thickness of 15-40 m, and has an estimated volume of ~16.7 x 106 
m3. This lobe is characterized by a relatively smooth surface with minimal hummocky terrain 
preserved (Figure 3). The deposit exhibits post-deposition gullying and incision along its western 
(distal) edge, characteristics that are largely lacking in the other two lobes. Although there is a 
higher density of gullying on the southern portion of the lobe, gully depths (8-12 m) are similar 
across the entire distal margin. It is possible that the gullies are at least partially controlled by the 
presence of longitudinal ridges (or finger-like features) on the lobe surface. On the surface of 
Debris Lobe 1, there are numerous blocks that exhibit sharply defined morphology comparable 
to hummocks associated with Debris Lobe 2 (Figure 3). Because of this distinct morphology and 
their increasing abundance approaching Debris Lobe 2, we interpret these hummocks as ejected 
blocks related to emplacement of Debris Lobe 2.  
 Debris Lobe 2 overlies the northernmost part of Debris Lobe 1 and is the largest lobe in 
the complex (Figure 2). It is a maximum of 2.7 km long, has a height-to-length (H/L) ratio of 
0.14, covers an area of ~3.3 km2, has a thickness varying from 10-60 m and has an estimated 
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volume of ~51.4 x 106 m3. The South Fork Nooksack River has eroded the distal-most edge of 
this lobe, therefore its ultimate extent is uncertain. However, similar morphologies are not 
apparent on small Pleistocene terrace remnants on the far bank of the river (Figure 3). The 
deposit exhibits three distinct morphological zones: a proximal collapse zone, a medial 
transverse-fracture zone, and a distal hummock field.  
 The proximal collapse zone of the deposit is dominated by a relatively coherent dome-
shaped hillock that has up to 70 m of relief compared to the surrounding deposit, making it likely 
the thickest part of the debris lobe. The estimated volume of the proximal dome is ~20.1 x 106 
m3, which accounts for ~30% of the total volume. The dome transitions from a relatively smooth 
proximal side to a progressively more disrupted distal surface, characterized by imbricated half-
grabens appearing in profile as a stepped series of blocks (Figure 3). On the ground, the surface 
is littered with piles of rubble and large angular boulders, hundreds of which are car to van sized. 
The proximal dome lacks the large circular and elliptical hummocks that dominate the medial 
and distal regions of the deposit (Figure 3).  
 The medial deposition zone is defined by an abundance of transverse fractures and closed 
depressions that are up to 8 m in depth (Figure 3). The northern medial zone is topographically 
higher than the southern portion, possibly due to pre-existing topography from an underlying 
late-Pleistocene terrace or older landslide lobe that projects under the northern margin. This 
northern portion exhibits closely spaced steep-sided transverse fractures that are dominantly 
oriented N-S to NNW-SSE (Figure 3). In the southern medial zone, transverse cracks are less 
abundant and mainly oriented NE-SW. The southern portion is also characterized by numerous 
individual and compound hummocks as well as elliptical hummocks with their long axes 
oriented perpendicular to the inferred runout direction (Figure 2).  
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 Similar hummock distribution and morphology exists in the distal region of the deposit, 
except hummocks lack preferential orientation (Figure 3). At the far distal reaches, a relatively 
smooth deposit surface with a lack of coherent hummocks is suggestive of a fine-grained 
fluidized distal “splash zone” (Heim, 1932; Cruden and Hungr, 1996; Hungr and Evans, 2004). 
A smaller, isolated hummocky area to the west of Debris Lobe 1 has a similar surface expression 
to the distal edges of Debris Lobe 2 and may be related to the emplacement of the main body of 
the slide, possibly from fine-grained debris streaming through the gap in Debris Lobe 1 (Figure 
3). 
 Debris Lobe 3 has a maximum length of 1.6 km, an H/L ratio of 0.21, an area of 0.92 
km2, a thickness varying from 7-12 m and an estimated volume of ~6.5 x 106 m3. This deposit 
clearly overprints the northeastern part of Debris Lobe 2 as well as an alluvial terrace riser 
associated with the North Fork Nooksack River, both of which project under the deposit (Figure 
2). The individual hummocks on this lobe are smaller both in local relief and in dimensions than 
the hummocks on Debris Lobe 2. The central portion of the deposit exhibits transverse fractures 
and elliptical hummocks with their long axes oriented perpendicular to the inferred runout 
direction (Figure 3). Hummocks and closed depressions display random orientations elsewhere 
on the deposit.  
 
4.2 Debris Lobe 2 Internal Stratigraphy   
Three river and human-made incisions reveal the internal stratigraphy of Debris Lobe 2 and 
underlying Quaternary sediments (Figure 4) and provide valuable insight into the rock avalanche 
transport mechanics. We observed similar characteristics at all three exposures but the Rutsatz 
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sand and gravel pit (Figures 2, 4) was the most extensive (11 m x 27 m) and provided the most 
robust assessment of stratigraphic relationships.  
 The northeastern portion of Debris Lobe 2 rests on a terrace underlain by more than 5 m 
of planar- to cross-bedded, subrounded-to-rounded polymict gravel with lenses of fine to coarse 
sand (Figure 4). Regional studies (e.g., Clague et al., 1997) indicate that these sediments were 
deposited at the end of the late-Pleistocene during the Sumas Stade of the Fraser Glaciation in a 
glaciofluvial environment at or near the margin of a stagnating or retreating glacier. The basal 
contact of the rock avalanche debris lies at the same elevation (94 m a.s.l.) as the top of the river 
terrace outside of the margins of Debris Lobe 2.  
 At the Rutsatz sand and gravel pit, a paleosol with weak O and B horizons is developed 
in the uppermost 35-50 cm of the underlying alluvium (Figure 4). The O horizon is defined by 
~1-3 cm of dark brown to black organic material that forms the contact between rock avalanche 
debris and underlying alluvium. The B horizon is defined by an oxidized silty clay matrix that is 
reddish brown in color and 70-120 cm thick.  
 The overlying rock avalanche deposit comprises pale-gray to light-brown rubbly 
diamicton that is dominantly a chaotic mixture of angular fragments of Chuckanut sandstone, 
siltstone and shale within a dense compacted matrix of finely crushed material of the same 
composition. Sediment sizes range from clay particles to boulders several meters in diameter. 
The majority of clasts larger than 10 cm in diameter are fragments of well-sorted arkosic 
sandstone but there are also scattered siltstone and mudstone cobbles. Irregular-shaped pods of 
entrained alluvium (polymict gravel) up to 3 m in diameter constitute a substantial portion of the 
rock avalanche debris.  
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 A discrete clay-rich horizon forms the lowermost 60-100 cm of the rock avalanche 
deposit (Figure 4a, b). This basal layer is a chaotic mix of Chuckanut Formation sandstone 
blocks, entrained alluvium, wood fragments, and buried logs set in a blue-gray to gray clay 
matrix. Clay content is 50-60 percent, significantly higher than in the main rock avalanche 
diamicton. The contact between the basal layer and the diamicton is dominantly sub-horizontal to 
gently undulating. However, at multiple locations the clay-rich layer mixes with and forms dikes 
and diapirs into the overlying diamicton (Figure 4b, c). Soft-sediment deformation is also evident 
where mixing of the layers exists (Figure 4c, d).  
 Entrained alluvium, rip up clasts, and soft sediment deformation features provide 
evidence for significant rock avalanche-substrate interactions during transport and emplacement 
(Figure 4). Rip-up clasts of locally sourced alluvium are the most abundant indicator of substrate 
entrainment at the three distal exposures. These irregularly shaped pods are up to 3 m in 
diameter, typically separated from the surrounding diamicton by a sharp contact boundary. In 
some cases, these gravel pods extend upward to the surface of the rock avalanche deposit in 
alluvial dikes and was found in hand-dug shallow surface trenches. The pods and dikes consist of 
subrounded-to-rounded polymict gravel, similar in character to underlying alluvium but without 
discernable bedding or imbrication.  
 In addition to river gravel, significant amounts of disrupted sand and clay are also 
incorporated into the rock avalanche debris, and are well exposed along the NF Nooksack River 
(Figure 4). These sediments form pods, bands, and lenses that did not completely disaggregate 
and mix with the slide debris but exhibit diverse and abundant indicators of soft-sediment 
deformation. Visible structures in cross-sectional view of sand and clay bodies include both 
normal and reverse faults, as well as various types of folds (Figure 4). In contrast to the erosive 
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effects of the debris-lobe runout implied by the rip-up clasts and entrained gravel pods, the 
apparent preservation of both the B and O horizons at the Rutsatz gravel pit indicates that locally 
the emplacement was essentially non-disruptive. Because the pit is near the right lateral margin 
of Debris Lobe 2, this may reflect the sharp decline in energy as the slide reached its maximum 
extent. 
 
4.3 Debris Lobe 2 14C Sampling  
We sampled four sites on Debris Lobe 2, including two ponds and two debris exposures.  
“Beaver Lake” is a small (0.6-hectare) bowl-shaped pond in the proximal area of Debris Lobe 2 
(Figure 2). It is located 200 meters downslope from the central source hollow where the bedrock 
mountain front meets the valley floor. The pond is impounded in a deep, back-rotated closed 
depression and surrounded on all sides by rubbly slide mass (Figure 2). Recent remobilization of 
slide debris mantling the adjacent bedrock hillslope has encroached near but not yet reached the 
pond (Figure 5). The pond has no defined inlet or outlet so that water level is dominantly 
groundwater-controlled; maximum depth seasonally fluctuates between 2 and 5 m. Recovered 
sediment cores from “Beaver Lake” contain 80-110 cm of organic-rich lacustrine sediment and 
10-20 cm of underlying monolithologic diamicton. Samples BV-05 and BV-07 were collected 
from apparent slide diamicton in separate cores 6 and 9 cm below the lake sediment basal 
contact, respectively (Table 1).  
 Williams Lake is a 3.9-hectare lake in the medial zone of Debris Lobe 2, an area of the 
deposit characterized by abundant closed depressions defined by radial and transverse fractures 
(Figure 2). The deepest portion of the lake is along its eastern shore, where depths reach five 
meters. Water levels fluctuate a maximum of 1 m depending on the season, although historical 
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aerial photos suggest that shallower portions of the lake dry up during extended droughts (e.g., 
Center for Pacific Northwest Studies, 1967). Sediment cores from Williams Lake contain 180-
215 cm of weakly stratified organic lacustrine sediments overlying 15-30 cm of monolithologic 
diamicton. Samples WL-01 and WL-04 were collected from the diamicton in separate cores 7 
and 16 cm below its contact with the overlying lake sediment, respectively (Table 1).  
 The South Fork Nooksack exposure is one of several river-cut exposures at the distal 
edge of Debris Lobe 2, and the only one in which we found datable organic material (Figure 2). 
The sampled exposure is roughly 4-5 m tall, 7 m wide and contains two stratigraphic units. The 
upper 2-3 m of the deposit comprises massive source-rock diamicton with occasional pods of 
entrained alluvium. A well-defined basal contact separates the diamicton from ~2 meters of 
underlying stratified river sands and gravels. Small wood-fragment samples SF-03 and SF-04 
were collected from the diamicton matrix within 30 cm of the basal contact.    
 A recent excavation at the Rutsatz Road sand and gravel pit at the lateral edge of Debris 
Lobe 2 revealed numerous intact logs embedded in a basal horizon of clay-rich diamicton 
(Figure 4; Supplemental Figures S3-S7). Sample RA-01 consists of wood from the outermost 
layer of an intact buried log. The extracted log is 46 cm in diameter with a full growth ring 
sequence and most of its outer bark still preserved. Sample RA-04 consists of wood from a 
possible terminal growth ring that forms a smooth continuous surface on one side of a log that is 
38 cm in diameter. Both logs were fully encapsulated in reduced clay and oriented parallel to the 
inferred runout direction of Debris Lobe 2.  
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4.4 Debris Lobe 2 14C Ages 
Radiocarbon dating of in situ twigs, logs, and wood fragments indicate an emplacement age for 
Debris Lobe 2 between 1530 - 1260 cal. yrs. B.P (Table 1, Figure 5). A 95% confidence interval 
(± 2σ) for RT-01, our most reliable radiocarbon sample, narrows that range to 1330-1270 cal. 
yrs. BP. Five other radiocarbon dates from three distinct locations on Debris Lobe 2 are 
consistent with this age window. Two older ages obtained from samples SF-03 and SF-04 
collected at the South Fork exposure are more than 2000 years older than the other six dates.  
 
4.5 Debris Lobe 3 14C Sampling  
At Debris Lobe 3, we cored two small ponds and sampled one log exposed in a drainage trench.   
“Rutsatz Lake” is a 1.4-hectare pond located in the central part of Debris Lobe 3 (Figure 2). The 
pond is impounded to the east by a terrace riser that projects under the northern edge of Debris 
Lobe 3, and to the west and northwest by the slide debris.  Although Debris Lobe 2 projects 
under the deposit from the south, it does not appear to extend to the lake. The deepest portion of 
the lake is 3-4 m and water levels fluctuate ~0.5 m seasonally. Sediment cores from “Rutsatz 
Lake” contain 25-95 cm of organic-rich lacustrine sediments overlying 70-180 cm of gravelly 
diamicton. Samples RL-02 and RL-03 were collected from apparent slide diamicton in separate 
cores 159 cm and 73 cm below the lake sediment basal contact, respectively (Table 1).  
 “Terrace Lake” is a 1.2-hectare pond located in the southeastern portion of Debris Lobe 3 
(Figure 2). An outlet stream drains “Terrace Lake” and flows into Rutsatz Lake situated ~250 m 
to the north. Maximum depths in “Terrace Lake” vary from 1.5-3 m depending on the season. 
We recovered one sediment core that contained 90 cm of organic-rich lacustrine sediments 
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overlying ~15 cm of sandy gray diamicton. Sample TL-01 was collected from the diamicton 9 
cm below the lake sediment basal contact.  
 A recently excavated drainage trench (Figure 2) on a residential property revealed a 
buried cedar log ~1.6 m in diameter buried 2 m below the ground surface. The log was almost 
entirely encapsulated in clay-rich angular diamicton with the exception of the recently exposed 
side of the trunk. We extracted a large slab that contained 100-120 of the outer growth rings. 
Sample KA-01 is composed of wood from the outermost growth ring. The exterior of embedded 
log lacked preserved bark but was composed of a single smooth continuous ring surface with no 
irregularities.  
 
4.6 Debris Lobe 3 14C Ages  
Radiometric age determination of samples KA-01 and RL-03 yield emplacement ages for Debris 
Lobe 3 of between 1520 and 1175 cal. yrs. BP (2-σ; Table 1, Figure 5). The overlap of their 95% 
confidence intervals (± 2-σ) is a much narrower 1300-1285 cal. yrs. B.P. Two significantly 
younger ages (~650 cal. yrs. B.P.) from samples TL-01 and RL-02 were collected from short 
(10-15 cm) pushes at the bottom of a coring sequence and are incongruent with the older ages 
yielded by samples KA-01 and RL-03.  
 
4.7 Headwall Characterization  
Evacuated bedrock hollows, fresh bedding plane scarps and surface deformation features 
characterize the VZLC headwall and reveal a complex history of both catastrophic and 
incremental failure. Steeply dipping (measurement range= 38°-52°) under-dip cataclinal bedding 
planes and persistent cross-strike (orthogonal) joint sets create favorable conditions for deep-
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seated bedrock sliding (Schmidt and Montgomery, 1996; Badger, 2002). These discontinuities 
are the dominant failure surfaces for all activity at the VZLC. They not only delimit the 
prehistoric rock avalanche source hollows but also control actively deforming blocks. Accessory 
modes of deformation include rockfall, earthflow, toppling, and remobilization of accumulated 
slide debris as flows and slumps. 
 Three structurally controlled bedrock hollows punctuate the upper slopes of the headwall, 
appearing in lidar as excavated “scoops” into the mountainside (Figures 2, 6). Debris aprons 
mantling the lower hillslopes link the large central hollow with Lobe 2 and the northern hollow 
with Lobe 3 (Figure 2). There is no obvious source area for Debris Lobe 1. The headwall above 
Debris Lobe 1 shows extensive bedrock gullying and is indistinguishable from areas of the ridge 
that have no evidence of previous failure (i.e., no downslope deposit). The southern hollow, 
situated headward from the central hollow may have partially collapsed during the failure of 
Debris Lobe 2 but has also been reshaped from subsequently retrograde block sliding. The 
hollows are devoid of deep erosional gullying that is prevalent elsewhere on the headwall, 
consistent with their relatively young age compared to more eroded adjacent slopes that have 
been exposed much longer (Figures 2, 6). 
 The large wedge-shaped central hollow that is the likely source zone for Debris Lobe 2 is 
defined by two discontinuities, a steep (average measured dip= 43°) cataclinal dip slope on its 
southwest side, and a joint-controlled lateral escarpment on its northeast side (Figures 2, 6). The 
relatively flat lower and distal portions of the hollow (Figure 5) can be attributed to a “toe 
breakout” (Hungr et al., 2014) rupture surface that was necessary to accommodate failure along 
non-daylighting bedding plane discontinuities. Kinematic (stereonet) analysis of the relict failure 
surfaces is consistent with the visual interpretation that neither the bedding planes nor the 
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intersection lines of bedding and joint surfaces could possibly have daylighted under any 
reasonable reconstruction of the pre-slide slope topography.  
 The estimated volume of evacuated material is 39.7 x 106 m3, compared to 51.4 x 106 m3 
calculated for Debris Lobe 2. The 29.5% discrepancy likely reflects, in part, volume 
amplification of the slide mass due to disaggregation during failure and bulking from substrate 
entrainment. Hungr and Evans (2004) determined that fragmentation commonly causes a volume 
expansion of roughly 25% for rock avalanches, with anything in addition to that likely being 
caused by entrainment.    
 The northern hollow, source zone for Debris Lobe 3, is defined by the same persistent 
discontinuities as the large central hollow, but exhibits numerous rupture surfaces (Figures 2, 6). 
A jagged landslide crown and stepped headscarp morphology indicate that the causative failure 
exploited multiple bedding planes and orthogonal joint surfaces. Similar to the central hollow, a 
toe breakout rupture surface forms the distal and lower reaches of the detachment scar (Figure 6). 
The estimated volume of evacuated material is 5.4 x 106 m3, close to the 6.5 x 106 m3 calculated 
for Debris Lobe 3. As with Lobe 2, debris dilation during transport likely accounts for much of 
the 20.4% volume disparity.  
 Numerous subparallel bedding-plane scarps and joint controlled-lateral release surfaces 
provide evidence for retrogressive block sliding in the headscarp region of the central hollow 
(Figure 5). Down-dropping of coherent beds of the Chuckanut Formation creates a stepped-
topography (Figure 3) that appears similar in lidar hillshade maps to glacially scoured “ribbed 
Chuckanut slopes” (Fiksdal and Brunengo, 1981). However, close inspection of the imagery and 
field investigation reveal that the northwestern sides of the strike ridges are actually planar scarps 
with sharp edges that are morphologically distinct from the smooth glacially scoured Chuckanut 
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ribs (Figure 3). The down-dropped beds above the central hollow exploit the same lateral joint 
surface that accommodated failure during the prehistoric rock avalanche.  
 Although the timing is uncertain, it is apparent that debuttressing caused by the large 
prehistoric event enabled retrogressive slab slippage. The down-dropped blocks above the central 
hollow create a series of stair-stepped benches that show limited signs of fracturing or 
disturbance, suggesting that slip was incremental and not the result of rapid translation (Figure 
6). Furthermore, joint surfaces divide individual or sets of beds into distinct blocks, allowing for 
differential movement and varying stages of retrogression between adjacent slabs composed of 
the same stratigraphic units (Figure 6).  
 The southern evacuated hollow differs from its neighboring hollows in that it has no 
clearly associated debris lobe on the valley floor but has abundant indicators of active 
deformation and retrogressive failure. Field investigation reveals widespread tension fractures 
with disturbed roots and soil, grabens with rotated and broken trees, and freshly exposed rupture 
surfaces. The estimated total volume of incipiently detached (down-dropping) material in the 
central and southern hollows is 35.2 x 106 m3. 
  The dominant ongoing failure mechanism is translational block sliding of competent 
beds of massive sandstone along friable carbonaceous shale and coal layers. These sandstone 
slabs form two prominent benches at distinct levels in the southern hollow (Figure 6). The blocks 
are bounded by a joint-controlled lateral release surface on their north side and an erosional free 
face on their south side. Well-developed mechanical straie (Supplemental Figures S27, S28) 
suggest that sliding occurs mostly along discrete bedding planes although some distributed 
shearing may also occur. Outcrops exposures of fissile shale layers underlying mobilized blocks 
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reveal 20-50 cm layers of comminuted and highly fractured shale but may be the product of 
simple weathering rather than mechanical gouging in a shear zone.  
  The intersection of the bedding plane scarps and orthogonal lateral-release surfaces form 
a right-angle detachment zone at the northeastern corner of the southern hollow (Figure 6). The 
two down-dropping blocks have abundant tension fractures within 190 m (along strike) of the 
right-angle detachment, but remain intact to the southwest of that. Mechanical straie orientations 
follow a similar trend, indicating that movement is oblique within 180 m of the detachment but 
almost completely dip-slip outside of the lateral detachment zone. These movement indicators 
suggest that the northeastern portions of the down-dropping blocks are being extended as the 
intact slabs translate down the fall line (Figure 6).  
 Pervasive mechanical straie on failure surfaces for both the upper and lower down-
dropped blocks allow for slip-vector and net-displacement estimates. The upper block has a net 
slip of 73 m and the lower (most down-dropped) block has a net slip of 142 m, although it is 
clear that the displacement of the lower block is compounded by failure of the upper block. The 
true displacement values are likely even higher because the footwall itself shows signs of 
incipient failure and may not represent the original bedding structure.  
 Two distinct bulging toes on the downslope side of the blocks are composed of highly 
fragmented and disturbed rock debris and likely caused by compression of the two translating 
blocks against underlying bedrock. The proximal lobe exhibits numerous subparallel pressure 
ridges (Figure 6) and has a high concentration of car-sized boulders. The proximal lobe is 
superimposed on the top of an underlying distal lobe that has significantly finer-grained debris. 
Both of the bulging toes have steep-sided edges that are overriding undeformed ground and 
bulldozing mature forest. Several springs emanate from the toes and feed a perennial stream that 
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drains the southern hollow. The lobes are almost completely devoid of coniferous trees and have 
a high concentration of young alder and cottonwood trees that are known to thrive in disturbed 
areas (Menashe, 1993). The large swath of deciduous trees is visible from the valley floor and 
nearby hillsides. A complex failure interface delivers material from the southern hollow down 
the lower headwall to the South Fork Nooksack Valley floor. Failure mechanisms include rapid 
debris flows through inner gorges, rotational slides, slow earthflows, and soil creep (Figure 6).  
 The most significant historic failure outside the active headscarp region is located on the 
thick debris apron below the central hollow (Figure 6). Airborne lidar imagery indicates that 
debris mantling the lower central headwall has recently remobilized as compound rotational 
slumps. Freshly exposed scarps visible in historical aerial photography (Center for Pacific 
Northwest Studies, 1938; 1943) but covered by vegetation in later photos (Center for Pacific 
Northwest Studies, 1967; 1973) suggest that the slumps were active as recently as the early 20th 
century. Furthermore, a narrow-gauge railroad bed is truncated by one of the scarps (Figure 6). 
Field investigation of these reactivated areas reveal rotational scarps and a lack of old-growth 
stumps. Abundant alder and cottonwood vegetation delineate the slumps.   
 
4.8 Monitoring Results 
 Three wire extensometers were installed in prominent tension gaps in the headwall 
region. We selected each site because disturbed soil and sheared roots provide evidence of recent 
surface deformation and made them promising locations for evaluating ongoing activity. 
Extensometer 1 is in an active tension gap within the highly fractured extensional zone of the 
southern bedrock hollow (Figure 6). The trend of the fracture opening (209°) was within 15° of 
the strike (avg. = 223°) of the underlying failure surface that dives beneath the surface ~12 m 
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upslope of the fracture. We installed the instrument so that the draw wire was oriented roughly 
perpendicular (321°) to strike and in the same direction (307°) as the dominant failure 
mechanism. The plunge of mechanical straie on the underlying failure surface is 28°, compared 
to a plunge of 31° for the draw wire. Extensometer 2 is located about 14 m from extensometer 1 
in an adjacent tension fracture. The crack has a trend of 197° and the draw wire has a plunge and 
trend of 42°-304°. Unlike the other two instruments, Extensometer 3 is located just north of the 
southern hollow and measures displacement across a bedding-perpendicular tension fracture with 
the same orientation as the persistent lateral release joint set. The trend of the fracture is 156° and 
the plunge and trend of the draw wire is 241°- 11°. 
 At all three locations, there is significant seasonal variability in strain rates and 
deformation behavior. We installed the instrument at the end of dry season (early October) in 
2015. During the first few weeks of monitoring, there was no recorded activity, reflecting the 
extended drought that typifies the summer months in the region (Figure 7). Once the rainy season 
started, there was a short lag of 1-2 weeks before the onset of deformation at all three sites. 
During the following fall (2016), the lag time was even more pronounced (2-4 weeks; Figure 7). 
From late fall through spring, deformation is linked to precipitation events in a complex and non-
linear fashion. At all three sites, strain rates accelerate following heavy rain but the lag times 
between sites and for each storm are variable. The volatile response between storms may reflect 
the influence of antecedent rainfall or other factors (Figure 7). Strain rates progressively 
decelerate throughout the spring and eventually reach zero during the dry late-summer months.  
 Extensometer 1 recorded 5.7 cm of cumulative expansion over an 18-month monitoring 
period. During light to moderate intermittent rainfall, relatively continuous deformation with 
moderate strain rates (0.8-1.3 mm/week) is punctuated by abrupt displacement episodes where 
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the crack aperture expands up to 0.6 mm between hourly readings (Figure 7). These events are 
typically followed by 2-4 days of inactivity until slow progressive deformation resumes. One 
possible explanation of this behavior is that during the light rain, pore water pressure builds 
along a basal failure surface until a threshold is reached and slip is initiated. The slip purges 
water from the system and a few days of infiltration and/or percolation is required to rebuild the 
necessary pressure to restart slow failure.  
 Recorded strain rates are the highest following extended periods of heavy rainfall (Figure 
7), especially atmospheric river events (Warner and Mass, 2012) that last for several days. 72-
hour periods with cumulative rainfall of at least 45 mm are capable of inducing 8-12 hour 
periods of uninterrupted displacement where new expansion is recorded every hour. Strain rates 
can exceed 1 mm/day during these rapid deformation events.  
 Extensometer 2 recorded 0.6 cm of cumulative displacement, the least of any site, 
although this total is a combination of both expansion and contraction (Figure 7). Extensometer 2 
also has differential behavior depending on the rainfall intensity. During times of light 
intermittent rain, the fracture is either inactive or contracting. Following large atmospheric river 
events or extended periods of rainfall, the fracture dilates. Because there is both expansion and 
contraction, it is clear that the recorded activity from this instrument is of relative displacement 
between surficial blocks that are at least partially independent of sliding along the basal bedding 
plane failure surface.  
 Cumulative displacement for extensometer 3 is 1.4 cm for the 18-month monitoring 
period. During periods of light rain, strain rates average 0.22 mm/week, with most of the 
displacement occurring during short 3-8 hour pulses of movement. As with the other two 
instruments, deformation has a distinct response to large storm events with more than 45 mm of 
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cumulative rainfall over 72 hours. Strain rates increase to an average of 0.23 mm/day in the days 
after large storms (Figure 7). Typically, there is a lag time of 4-8 days between the beginning of 
storm and the strain acceleration. This relatively long response time may indicate long 
groundwater flow paths from infiltration to the failure plane or possibly just a slow seepage 
velocity in the bedrock. If it is the former, it may mean that recorded expansion of the cross 
fracture is influenced by sliding along a deep-seated bedding plane failure surface.  
 
5.0 Discussion  
 
5.1 Timing of Debris Lobe Emplacement  
 
The Van Zandt Landslide Complex is exceptional compared to many other regional prehistoric 
rock avalanches in that it has a clear legacy of multiple large catastrophic events. Although other 
sites have comparable or higher magnitude events, few show such convincing evidence of repeat 
failure. Geomorphic mapping and radiocarbon ages of samples collected at a total of seven 
different locations indicate that at least three distinct failures occurred during the Holocene, two 
of which happened in roughly the past 1400 years.  
 Although we were unable to locate suitable sampling sites for Debris Lobe 1, its subdued 
geomorphic character indicates that it is significantly older than debris lobes 2 and 3. The deposit 
exhibits a smooth surface and deep gullying along its distal edge, characteristics that are absent 
in the younger lobes of VZLC as well as two other nearby late Holocene rock avalanches, the 
Racehorse Creek Landslide Complex (Pringle et al., 1998; Figure 1) and the Church Mountain 
Landslide (Carpenter, 1993). The lack of a clear source area for the lobe further supports the idea 
that it was emplaced much earlier in the Holocene. The deposit has a diffuse surface with a 
similar texture to alluvial terraces in the valley although it is significantly higher in elevation 
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than the terraces and has a slope gradient much steeper than what is common for alluvial 
deposits. Without age constraints or debris exposures, it is impossible to make any definitive 
interpretations about the events or conditions that led to the emplacement of Debris Lobe 1 other 
than its apparent early genesis compared to debris lobes 2 and 3.  
 Our most robust age for emplacement of Debris Lobe 2 is based on a buried log (sample 
RT-01) with preserved bark that was extracted from basal slide debris at the Rutsatz sand and 
gravel pit (Figures 2, 4). Because the tree was over-run and killed by the landslide, we consider 
this 1330-1270 cal. yrs. B.P age to be the most reliable constraint for the emplacement age of 
Debris Lobe 2. The preservation of bark and the outermost rings supports this interpretation, 
since such trees typically rot rapidly after death in the wet western Washington climate. Another 
sampled in-situ log (RT-04) at the same gravel pit yielded a nearly overlapping age window, 
older on both ends of the interval by only 15 years (Table 1). Because this log was fractured and 
lacking preserved bark, it is reasonable to assume that sample RT-04 came from growth rings 
that were inward of the terminal growth ring. Sampling inner rings can yield ages that are too old 
because the tree stops incorporating 14C in those rings years before it actually dies. Researchers 
often consider ages from fragmented wood to be maximum limiting ages and because the log 
was mostly intact despite its outer rings being removed, we consider it a close limiting age.  
 The 1330-1270 cal. yrs. B.P window also overlaps with ages for two delicate twigs 
sampled from lacustrine cores extracted at two separate lakes on the surface of Debris Lobe 2 
(Table 1). Like logs, twigs are robust indicators of sediment age. Although it is impossible to 
know when the source tree stopped producing 14C, twigs do not last long sub-aerially in the 
Pacific Northwest so radiocarbon dating provides either a close maximum-limiting age or an 
actual event age with a possible error margin of 5-10 years. Two slightly older ages from wood 
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fragments (Table 1) are considered maximum ages because it is unclear when the source tree 
died, or where within the tree bole they originated. The two ages that are separated by more than 
2000 years from the other six ages may indicate an underlying deposit from a precursor long-
runout event. Near the SF Nooksack exposure, Debris Lobe 2 appears in lidar as a thin splash 
zone (Figure 3), so it is plausible that the deposit is just a thin cover at this distal location and 
that we inadvertently sampled an older underlying diamicton. Conversely, the ages may 
represent twigs entrained in the slide from underlying terrace deposits.  
 Two samples from Debris Lobe 3 yielded ages that are reliable indicators of landslide 
emplacement. Sample KA-01 was extracted from the outermost growth ring of a mature cedar 
tree oriented in the same direction as the apparent runout direction for Debris Lobe 3. 
Encasement of the source log for KA-01 by angular landslide debris indicates that its 
radiocarbon age represents an actual “kill-date” for the tree. Sample RL-03 is a delicate twig 
from basal slide diamicton well below the contact with overlying lacustrine sediments. Because 
both ages are robust indicators of actual event timing, we constrained the deposit age to a much 
narrower window of 1300-1285 cal. yrs. B.P defined by the overlap of their 2-σ ages windows. 
This narrow window for Debris Lobe 3 further constrains the underlying Debris Lobe 2 to 1330-
1285 cal. years B.P because it is clearly an older deposit and could not have been emplaced after 
Lobe 3.  
 Because two significantly younger ages for Lobe 3 (TL-01, RL-02; Table 1) are both 
incongruent with the other, more robust samples (KA-01, RL-03: Table 1), and because there is 
no morphologic indication of a younger source of landslide material to the lake, we conclude that 
these dates do not represent emplacement of Debris Lobe 3. Two possible scenarios exist to 
explain the incongruent ages. The first is that the macrofossils were sampled from sediments out 
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of stratigraphic order that were pulled into the bottom of the core due to liquefaction during 
extraction. Another option is that the macrofossils were exposed along the walls of the coring 
hole and dragged to a stratigraphically lower position by the leading edge of the core barrel 
during the second push of the coring sequence.  
 
5.2 Landslide Triggering 
A landslide trigger is an external stimulus that causes immediate or progressive slope failure. In 
the Pacific Northwest, the most common triggers for large mass movements are seismic shaking 
and intense rainfall. In the following sections, we examine both potential triggers in terms of 
temporal relationships and their specific mechanics. We also discuss why glacial debuttressing, 
volcanic eruptions, and freeze-thaw events are unlikely triggers for lobes 2 and 3.  
 
5.3 Shallow Focus Earthquakes  
Earthquake scenario reports (e.g., WADNR, 2012; 2013) and limit equilibrium factor-of-safety 
analysis completed in preparation for this study demonstrate that local seismically active crustal 
faults can potentially produce earthquakes with the peak ground accelerations (>0.2 g) sufficient 
to trigger deep-seated bedrock landslides. Previous studies (e.g., Engebretson et al., 1996; 
Pringle et al., 1998) have noted the high concentration of large landslides in the Nooksack River 
Basin (Figure 1) and have suggested a causal relationship with nearby shallow-crustal faults.  
 Trenching data from the Kendall scarp of the Boulder Creek Fault (Figure 1) shows 
evidence for at least three shallow-focus Holocene earthquakes that were likely Mw > 6.3, 
although none are contemporaneous with the VZLC failures. On the more distant Birch Bay 
Fault (Figure 1), a 2-σ maximum limiting age of 1280-1070 cal. yrs. B.P for a Mw 6.0-6.5 
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earthquake (Kelsey et al., 2012) is within 5 years of the age windows for with debris lobes 2 
(1330-1285 cal. yrs. B.P) and 3 (1300-1285 cal. yrs. B.P.  However, as a maximum age limit 
without an actual 2-σ overlap, a link with the VZLC seems tenuous. Furthermore, the Birch Bay 
Fault is located 40-45 km away from the initiation zones of the VZLC. Ground shaking from 
even a shallow, relatively large MW= 6.0-6.5 earthquake would likely be attenuated at that 
distance so it is uncertain if it could trigger deep-seated landslides at the VZLC. In the absence of 
evidence for proximal, late Holocene, shallow-focus earthquakes, it is not possible to link crustal 
faults with known failures at the VZLC.   
 
5.4 Cascadia Subduction Zone (CSZ) Earthquakes 
In addition to shaking from local crustal faults, a partial or complete rupture of the Cascadia 
Subduction Zone (CSZ) could produce long-duration (minutes) strong ground shaking 
throughout the region with peak ground accelerations of at least 0.2 g during both the initial 
rupture as well as during subsequent aftershocks (WADNR, 2013). The most recent megathrust 
event (1/26/1700) had an estimated moment magnitude (MW) of ~9.0 and it is likely that earlier 
events were similar in scale. Schuster et al. (1992) noted the high concentration of rock 
avalanches in Olympic Mountains with no modern analogues and suggested a possible causal 
link with Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquakes.  
 Goldfinger et al., (2012) dated widespread turbidite sequences along the Pacific Coast 
and found evidence of up to 20 full-length ruptures, along with numerous partial ruptures. One of 
the full-length events represented by turbidite T4 occurred 1350-1120 cal. yrs. B.P (2-σ), which 
overlaps with the entirety of the age windows for both lobes (Figure 5). Furthermore, Williams 
and Hutchinson (2000) dating a tsunami deposit in Swantown Marsh on Whidbey Island, WA to 
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1350-1160 cal. yrs. B.P (2-σ) that they believe was sourced from a Cascadia Subduction Zone 
earthquake. Because of the strong temporal link and the known ability of megathrust events 
known to trigger landslides, we believe that this paleoseismic event is a plausible trigger for 
contemporaneous events at the VZLC.   
 
5.5 Rainfall Triggering  
Although often associated with slope failures in loose or unconsolidated materials, 
meteorological events can also induce deep-seated bedrock landslides (e.g., West Salt Creek, CO 
rock avalanche; Coe et al., 2016; White et al., 2015). Intense and/or long- lasting storms with 
significant infiltration of rainwater can cause highly elevated groundwater pressures, which 
increase the driving forces and reduces the resistive force of friction on potential failure surfaces 
(Iverson et al., 2000). Furthermore, rainfall infiltration into bedrock fractures can increase the 
mass of an unstable slope, which drives up the shear stress acting upon it, reducing its factor of 
safety (FS = resisting forces/ driving forces) and increasing the probability of failure.  
 The 2009 Racehorse Creek rockslide (1/7/2009; ~5x10
5 
m
3
; Crider et al., 2009) is a 
recent example of a rainfall triggered mass movement in the Chuckanut Formation at a site that 
has many similarities to the VZLC (prehistoric large failures, tilted Chuckanut bedding planes 
and sub-perpendicular jointing, and recent ground cracks; Crider et al., 2009). It was triggered by 
a particularly strong “atmospheric river” rainstorm following snowfall that caused failure along 
existing bedrock joints, which debuttressed an entire adjacent hillside and initiated failure along 
a bedding plane discontinuity with a joint controlled lateral release (Crider et al., 2009). 
 Despite the concurrent ages between a known megathrust event and debris lobes 2 and 3, 
rainfall cannot be excluded as a possible trigger at the VZLC, or as a contributing factor. The 
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combination of 2009 Racehorse Creek event and our monitoring results indicating rainfall driven 
deformation at the VZLC headwall make it clear that rain can and does influence slope stability 
in the Chuckanut Formation. However, it is uncertain if precipitation and infiltration are capable 
of triggering slides of the scale of the prehistoric VZLC failures. Regional paleoclimatic records 
(e.g., Steinman, 2014; Nelson et al., 2011; Mathewes and Heusser, 1981) do not offer a fine 
enough resolution to identify any suggestive trends or consider any temporal links with known 
paleoclimatic fluctuations such as periods of increased precipitation or extreme rain events.  
 
5.6 Other Potential Triggers  
Several other natural factors including glacial debuttressing, freeze-thaw events, and volcanic 
eruptions are unlikely to have triggered debris lobes 2 and 3 at the VZLC. Glacial debuttressing 
typically occurs within centuries to a millennium after deglaciation and our rock avalanche age 
constraints are considerably younger than the most recent (late-Pleistocene) deglaciation of the 
region (Clague et al., 1997). Although it cannot be ruled out as a contributing factor, freeze-thaw 
activity is not likely to have occurred at the depths of putative VZLC failure surfaces or at the 
relatively low elevations of the source areas. In particular, the initiation points of the rock 
avalanches at the VZLC must have been tens to hundreds of meters below ground, well below 
the depths reached by transient freezing fronts in northwestern Washington. Volcanic eruptions 
can trigger large landslides through ground shaking and the mobilization of large amounts of 
loose volcanic debris, although this seems unlikely in the case of the VZLC because the nearest 
volcano (Mount Baker) is 25 km away, it has no record of significant eruptions in the 
emplacement window for lobes 2 and 3, and there are no significant volcanic deposits in the 
landslide debris.  
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5.7 Other Dated Landslides  
Of the many slides apparent in the foothills near the VZLC, only seven have been investigated in 
detail or dated. The Day Lake Landslide is located 35 km to the south of the VZLC in the 
Darrington Phyllite (Tabor et al., 1989) and is the only studied nearby landslide that has a 
possibility of being coeval. Pringle et al. (1998) obtained maximum limiting ages of 1690-1410 
cal. yrs. B.P and 1950-1520 cal. yrs. B.P (2-σ) from large snags submerged in the landslide-
dammed Day Lake. The authors surmised that their ages are likely a few hundred years older 
than the slide emplacement because most of the outer rings were missing from the sampled trees. 
This preserves the possibility of a causal link with the VZLC but better constraints for the Day 
Lake Landslide are required to make any conclusive interpretations. 2-σ ages for other nearby 
landslides including Canyon Lake Landslide (300-0 cal. yrs. B.P; Pringle et al., 1998), Church 
Mountain Landslide (2700-2050 cal. yrs. B.P; Pringle et al., 1998), and Racehorse Creek 
Landslide Complex (4400-3990 cal. yrs. B.P; Pringle et al., 1998) are well outside the age limits 
we report for VZLC.  
 Schuster et al. (1992) dated numerous rock avalanches in the Olympic Mountains and 
found a temporal cluster of landslides that occurred ~1000-1350 cal. yrs. B.P. One site in 
particular, the Lena Lake rock avalanche is constrained to 1340-1170 cal. yrs. B.P (2-σ), making 
it coeval with the VZLC. Although the Lena Lake rock avalanche is over 150 km away from 
VZLC, megathrust events cause widespread region shaking in the Pacific Northwest (Goldfinger 
et al., 2012) and are likely capable of producing landslides all along the 1000-km long Cascadia 
margin.  
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5.8 Possible Coeval Emplacement of Debris Lobes 2 and 3  
It is clear from the geomorphology that Debris Lobe 3 overlies and postdates Debris Lobe 2 
(Figure 2) but the overlap of their age windows and similar surface expression are consistent 
with a possible emplacement of the two lobes that was nearly synchronous or in quick 
succession. The 2-σ age window for sample RT-01 limits the emplacement age of Debris Lobe 2 
to a 60-year interval of 1330-1270 cal. yrs. B.P. Likewise the 2-σ overlap interval for samples 
KA-01 and RL-03 limits the deposition of Debris Lobe 3 to a 15-yr interval between 1300-1285 
cal. yrs. B.P. If the earliest date that Debris Lobe 2 was possibly emplaced is 1330 cal. yrs. B.P 
and the latest Debris Lobe 3 was emplaced is 1285 cal. yrs. B.P, then there is a maximum 
separation of 45 years between the two overlapping lobes.  
 Due to the resolution of 14C dating, it is not possible to determine if the two lobes were 
deposited within minutes or years of each other. However, it is fairly unlikely that their 
proximity in age is entirely coincidental. Statistically speaking, it is improbable that both late 
Holocene catastrophic events at the VZLC occurred within 45 years of each other but are 
somehow not related.  
 There are many possible scenarios that could have transpired to account for the near 
coeval nature of the two deposits although they are all speculative at this point. We only discuss 
those scenarios relating to a CSZ megathrust earthquake because it is the most plausible 
triggering mechanism for debris lobes 2 and 3 given the information we have. The simplest 
scenario is that the mainshock of megathrust earthquake triggered both slides but that Debris 
Lobe 3 was triggered and emplaced a few minutes after Debris Lobe 2. Some documented 
megathrust events have had shaking durations of up to 15 minutes (e.g., Banerjee et al., 2005) so 
a separation of at least a few minutes between the emplacement of debris lobes 2 and 3 is 
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certainly possible. Another possible scenario is that Debris Lobe 2 was triggered during the 
mainshock and Debris Lobe 3 was triggered during an aftershock, especially if shaking from the 
mainshock had already weakened the slope. It is also possible that ground shaking related to the 
transport of Debris Lobe 2 triggered Debris Lobe 3 and caused it to fail only minutes later. Under 
this scenario, it is probably best to consider the failure as a response to both the mainshock and 
runout of Lobe 2 because it is diminishingly unlikely that the failure would have occurred 
without significant weakening of the slope during the earthquake. We note, however, that the 
distinct morphologic overlap of Debris Lobe 3 on Debris lobe 2 indicates that the slides were not 
completely coeval and some period, possibly minutes but perhaps more, would be required for 
Debris Lobe 2 to settle before being overrun by Lobe 3.	   
 
5.9 Landslide Runout Mechanisms  
A commonly used mobility index for landslides is the H/L ratio where H is equal to the vertical 
height of the fall and L is equal to the horizontal displacement of debris measured from the back 
of the headscarp (Coraminas, 1996). Most documented landslides worldwide have an H/L > 0.6 
and some literature (e.g., Hsu, 1975; Scheidegger, 1978) considers anything with an H/L ≤ 0.3 as 
a long-runout landslide (Coraminas, 1996). 
 For many years, geologists have proposed hypotheses to explain the high mobility of rock 
avalanches because it is often their enhanced runout that make them exceedingly destructive 
(Cruden and Hungr, 1996). Despite considerable advances in understanding landslide 
mechanisms, there is a general lack of knowledge as to why these extreme events happen where 
they do and what processes trigger and drive the rapid propagation of the debris mass (Hungr et 
al., 2005). 
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 The dominant hypotheses put forward for the high mobility of rock avalanches include: 
1) lubrication by liquefied substrate entrained in the landslide, often at the base of the streaming 
mass (Buss and Heim, 1881; Abele, 1974; Sassa 1985; Hungr and Evans, 2004; Iverson et al., 
2015; Coe et al., 2016); 2) air cushion lubrication (Shreve, 1968); 3) acoustic fluidization 
(Melosh, 1979); 4) dynamic fragmentation (Davies and McSavenney, 1999); 5) groundwater 
vaporization (Goguel and Pachoud, 1972); 6) mechanical fluidization (Scheidegger, 1975; 
Campbell 1989); 7) fluidization by dust dispersion (Hsu, 1975); and 8) rock dislocation by 
frictional heat (Erismann, 1979).  
  Most of these concepts are little more than postulations because field evidence is lacking 
and they are very difficult to show experimentally. Others, such as acoustic fluidization and air-
layer lubrication have been demonstrated in experiments but are probably not widespread 
phenomena (Hungr and Evans, 2004). Recently, scientific support has converged around 
substrate entrainment and liquefaction as a plausible explanation of enhanced rock avalanche 
mobility (e.g. Orwin et al., 2004; Dufresne, 2014; Coe et al., 2016). Experiments and models 
demonstrate the mechanism (Hungr and Evans, 2004) and in some cases (e.g., Orwin et al., 
2004; Hungr and Evans 2004; Abdrakhmatov and Strom, 2006; Defresne, 2014), there is direct 
field evidence of liquefied material within the rock avalanche deposit.  
 The actual mechanism of liquefaction is accomplished by undrained loading of substrate 
material imparted by the large volume of the landslide. Liquefaction may not require fully 
saturated substrate (Hungr and Evans, 2004) but does depend on rapid compression (Hutchinson 
and Bhandari, 1971) leading to highly elevated pore-water pressures within or at the base of the 
landslide. In the case of purely basal liquefaction, it is possible for an upper layer to remain dry 
as it passively translates above a relatively thin fluidized layer (Dufresne et al., 2016; Coe et al., 
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2016).  
 
5.10 Debris Lobe 2 Transport Mechanics  
The H/L=0.14 ratio for Debris Lobe 2 gives it a comparable mobility value to the 2014 Oso, WA 
debris avalanche-flow (H/L=0.105) and the 2014 West Salt Creek rock avalanche (H/L=0.14), 
two of the most excessively mobile and destructive landslides in recent history. The exceptional 
runout of both slides was caused by undrained loading from the overriding slide mass and 
subsequent basal liquefaction (Keaton et al., 2014; Iverson et al., 2015; Coe et al., 2016). At Oso, 
eyewitness accounts from directly after the slide reported still-liquefied material in and around 
the slide mass (Keaton et al., 2014). In the case of West Salt Creek, sheared and mixed sediment, 
deformed flow bands, and the rain-on-snow triggering event provided evidence for fluidization 
(Coe et al., 2016).   
 It is much more challenging to determine runout mechanisms for prehistoric slides that 
are often obscured by vegetation and lack eyewitness reports. The surfaces of rock avalanches 
are typically a rubbly pile of debris and provide little evidence of runout behavior (Hungr and 
Evans, 2004). Furthermore, the occasional debris exposure rarely shows more than angular 
diamicton with sparse indicators of transport mechanics and it is often difficult to find 
compelling signs of sediment liquefaction even when entrained substrate material is visible 
(Dufresne et al., 2016). However, some of the more extensive exposures and ones that show the 
basal contact of the landslide debris have provided convincing field evidence of fluidization. 
Previous studies (e.g., Dufresne et al., 2009, 2016; Hungr and Evans, 2004; Hewitt et al., 2007; 
Abdrakhmatov and Strom, 2006; Paguican et al., 2014) identified five main features that are 
diagnostic of substrate entrainment and liquefaction: 1) an abundance of fine-grained material 
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near the base and edges of the slide deposit; 2) soft sediment deformation within and around 
entrained rip-up clasts of alluvium; 3) a basal mixing zone in the debris directly overlying 
alluvium; 4) substrate injection features such as dewatering pipes and sand boils; and 5) 
widespread transverse surface fractures indicative of brittle extension above a lubricated basal 
layer. We observed all five of these features, consistent with observations from previous studies, 
at Debris Lobe 2. Therefore, we believe that at least partial basal liquefaction and substrate 
entrainment occurred during the transport of Debris Lobe 2, likely enhancing its mobility.   
 
5.11 Debris Lobe 2 Rock Avalanche Dynamics  
Using the source zone and debris lobe morphology combined with evidence of basal 
liquefaction, it is possible to broadly reconstruct the evolution of Debris Lobe 2. Catastrophic 
failure, possibly triggered by a Cascadia Subduction Zone rupture, initiated sliding along a 
bedding plane discontinuity. The “underdip” cataclinal failure surface required a “toe breakout” 
to rupture across bedding, which was aided by a joint-controlled lateral release on its 
northeastern side. 
  A ~39.7 x 106 m3 mobilized slab of bedrock subsequently impacted the valley floor ~200 
m below the toe breakout detachment. The massive impact likely induced undrained loading and 
basal liquefaction, which preserved much of the slide’s kinetic energy as it ran out across the 
valley floor. The source of water was likely from shallow groundwater in the floodplain 
sediments, and possibly the Nooksack River, which at the time may have been much closer to the 
base of the slope.  
The high-concentration of transverse fractures on the distal portion of the proximal dome 
and within the medial zone of the debris lobe suggests that rapid extension started in the 
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proximal and medial areas. Significant debris entrainment occurred at some point during 
transport but it is unclear where and at what stage. The only debris exposures are located at the 
distal margins (Figure 2) and although entrained alluvium is present at these sites, the terraces 
directly underlying the exposures do not appear to have been scoured.  
 As the debris rapidly fragmented and spread, it ran up and over part of Debris Lobe 1 and 
ejected material up to hundreds of meters horizontally onto the topographically higher surface, 
suggesting high-velocity transport (Figure 3). At the distal reaches of the slide, a fine-grained 
“splash zone” may have extended the length of the slide past the modern-day locations of the 
north and south forks of the Nooksack River. The location of these rivers at the time the slide is 
unknown and it is uncertain if they played any role in the transport of the debris.  
  
5.12 Behavior of Ongoing Deformation  
A continuous record of landslide displacements is crucial for understanding the complex 
relationship between ongoing dynamics and possible triggering mechanisms for catastrophic 
failures. Our results indicate that deformation in the headwall is strongly influenced by rainfall as 
evidenced by the seasonality of recorded displacement as well as strain rate responses to specific 
precipitation events (Figure 7).  
 The seasonal rainfall-induced deformation falls under the “very slow” classification of 
the Varnes (1984) rate-of-movement scale. The typical strain rates for “very slow” landslides are 
between 1.6 cm and 1.6 m a year. However, it is clear from the monitoring results that the strain 
rates recorded by the three extensometers represent relative displacement of surface blocks rather 
than slip along deep-seated bedding planes. Although the relative displacements are likely 
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influenced by basal slip, they do not accurately portray displacement rates of the translating 
bedding slabs.  
 In August of 2016, Washington Department of Natural Resources (WA DNR) installed 
over 20 survey benchmarks, including many that will provide measurements between deforming 
rocks slabs and apparently stable ground. Although their surveys will likely not elucidate 
deformation complexities, they will provide a more reliable measurements of ongoing 
displacement. In addition, extensometer monitoring by the Western Washington University 
Department of Geology will continue with the goal of capturing a longer record of deformation 
at the VZLC.  
 
5.13 Incipient Block Detachment  
Many rock avalanches worldwide occur on slopes that have a prolonged history of slow deep-
seated deformation (Hewitt et al., 2007). However, deep-seated movement of a slope does not 
necessarily lead to catastrophic failure. Sackung with movement throughout postglacial time are 
common in the mountain ranges of Washington State (Thorsen, 1989) and British Columbia 
(Bovis and Evans, 1996) but few are associated with rock avalanches (Hewitt et al., 2007). 
Slopes on which rock avalanches occur require a combination of topographic, lithologic, and 
structural conditions to predispose them to rapid deep-seated failure (Hewitt et al., 2007). At the 
VZLC, we believe that incipient detachment of bedrock slabs is one of those conditions and that 
they may presage catastrophic failure given a strong enough trigger (Hewitt et al., 2007). Typical 
diagnostic features of rock slabs undergoing incipient detachment include exposed rupture 
surfaces and scarps, ridge-crest grabens, and a bulging toe of the deforming rock mass 
(Zinschinsky, 1968).  
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 These features are present in the VZLC headwall region within the active southern 
hollow (Figure 6). Furthermore, our monitoring results from extensometer 3 suggest at least 
some of the grabens above the central hollow (directly north of the right angle detachment; 
Figure 6) are currently active, despite vegetation-covered scarps. Although recorded 
displacement rates in the headwall region are fairly slow (Figure 7), we believe that ongoing 
retrogressive failure may precondition the VZLC for future large collapses by causing incipient 
detachment of large slabs along bedding planes that have a demonstrated ability to slide. Even 
dormant bedding plane slip surfaces can remain primed for failure because they become 
established conduits for groundwater flow and have diminished frictional resistance and cohesive 
strength (Kilburn and Petley, 2003). A rubbly rockslide deposit at the base of the central hollow 
provides evidence of at least one catastrophic failure event since the hollow was initially 
evacuated, although it only involved an estimated 6.6 x 105 m3 of material (Figure 6).  
  The total volume of material affected by incipient detachment at the VZLC headwall is 
35.2 x 106 m3 (Figure 6). If all the shifted blocks failed en masse, they would create an event on 
the same scale as the one that created Debris Lobe 2. Although this volume estimate likely 
represents the worst-case scenario, it is not unreasonable to assume that any failure of the more-
exposed frontal slabs would immediately debuttress and possibly cause failure of the slabs 
behind them (Figure 5). We also know from our volume estimate of Debris Lobe 2 that failures 
of this magnitude are possible at the VZLC.  
 
5.14 Research Implications  
The findings of this study have both local and far-reaching ramifications. Our results provide the 
first comprehensive constraints on the development, volume, and timing of rock avalanches in 
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the Chuckanut Formation. These not only provide a better scientific understanding of the triggers 
and mechanics of deep-seated Chuckanut Formation slides but also deliver valuable age 
constraints for planners attempting to quantify hazard probabilities and evaluate risk. 
Furthermore, the bedrock landslide dynamics described in this study are not unique to the VZLC, 
the Chuckanut Formation, or the Pacific Northwest. Rock slopes in mountainous regions across 
the globe share many of the same characteristics as the VZLC and our diverse findings have 
implications for landslide research worldwide.   
 Remote lidar mapping (Figure 1) reveals dozens of deep-seated bedrock failures in the 
Chuckanut Formation, most of which were identified by previous workers (Schmidt and 
Montgomery, 1996: Fiksdal and Brunengo, 1981). Many of them are bedrock slumps and 
translation rockslides that moved downslope but did not break up or move fast enough to 
generate a rock avalanche. However, there are at least three large landslide deposits similar in 
scale to the failures at the VZLC that also traveled long distances across flat valley floors (Figure 
1). All three of these landslides have cataclinal bedding plane failure scarps and provide 
evidence of at least small-scale ongoing activity (mostly rocksliding and rockfall; e.g., Pringle et 
al., 1998; Crider et al., 2009) that could portend future failures. Although these sites share many 
similarities with the VZLC, additional investigations are needed to determine their evolution, 
timing, possible triggering mechanisms, and susceptibility to future failure. There are also 
numerous cataclinal hillslopes in the Chuckanut Formation that lack evidence of previous 
landsliding but exhibit favorable bedding structure for deep-seated bedrock sliding and may be 
prone to failure (Schmidt and Montgomery, 1996).  
 The age constraints presented in this study contribute to the growing chronology of large 
landslides in the Pacific Northwest. Regional chronologies combined with volume estimates can 
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substantially improve the understanding of the timescales in which various sizes of mass 
movements operate. One of the most practical and consequential applications of event 
chronologies is the establishment of recurrence intervals for landslides of different magnitudes. 
There are now seven dated landslides in the foothills of the North Cascades, but there are dozens 
more we know little about. Although we are starting to improve our understanding of local rock 
avalanche dynamics, continued research is critical for future hazard assessments and risk 
evaluation, especially with growing population in potentially hazardous areas. 
  The findings of this study also offer insight on some of the emerging big-picture issues 
in landslide research relating to the development, failure and transport of large bedrock 
landslides. The VZLC is a valuable case study because it not only has a history of repeat high-
magnitude events, it also highlights the potential for slow deformation to transition into 
catastrophic failure. The triggering mechanism constraints provide another data point for 
worldwide investigations of the genesis of large rock avalanches. Furthermore, the VZLC adds 
to a growing list of high-mobility landslides influenced by undrained loading and basal 
liquefaction. Lastly, our hypotheses that incremental deformation may precondition the VZLC 
for future catastrophic failure may have analogues elsewhere, especially where slopes are 
weakened by pervasive discontinuities.   
 
6.0 Conclusions 
 
The Van Zandt Landslide Complex (VZLC) has a legacy of at least three catastrophic rock 
avalanches that ran out across the Nooksack River Valley floor. The oldest deposit, Debris Lobe 
1 covers an area of at least ~0.79 km2 and has an estimated volume of ~16.7 x 106 m3. Although 
we were unable to obtain 14C age constraints on this deposit, gullying at its distal edge, the 
absence of a preserved detachment scar, and a diffuse surface texture indicate that it is 
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significantly older than the other two debris lobes. Debris Lobe 2 is the largest deposit, covering 
an area of 3.3 km2 and has an estimated volume of ~51.4 x 106 m3. The H/L ratio of 0.14 for this 
deposit is in the same range as some of the most mobile and highly destructive landslides ever 
documented. Natural and man-made debris exposures reveal evidence of mobility-enhancing 
basal liquefaction and significant substrate interaction including a basal mixing zone, deformed 
pods of entrained alluvium, and substrate injection features. Abundant transverse surface 
fractures and a distal “splash zone” further support the idea of debris fluidization and high-
velocity flow. Debris Lobe 3 covers an area of 0.92 km2, including the northeastern portion of 
Debris Lobe 2. This youngest deposit is markedly thinner than the other two lobes and has an 
estimated volume of ~6.5 x 106 m3.  	   Radiocarbon dating yields age constraints for the emplacement of Debris Lobe 2 between 
1330 and 1285 cal. yrs. B.P and Debris Lobe 3 between 1300 and 1285 cal. yrs. B.P. The two 
age windows are statistically overlapping and the maximum separation between the two lobes is 
45 years. Because the two deposits are essentially coeval with each other and with a known 
megathrust event (Goldfinger et al., 2012), it is plausible that the lobes were triggered in quick 
succession during a full rupture of the Cascadia Subduction Zone. Despite the hypothesis 
proffered by previous workers (e.g., Engebretson et al., 1996, Pringle et al., 1998), no clear link 
exists between the failures at the VZLC and nearby shallow crustal faults. Additional age 
constraints for shallow-focus paleoseismic events and other regional slide deposits are needed to 
fully test for any causal relationships. The Lena Lake rock avalanche in the Olympic Mountains 
(Schuster et al., 1992) is contemporaneous with the VZLC and was possibly triggered during the 
same regional megathrust event.  
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 Geomorphic indicators of continued slope deformation in the headwall region include 
freshly exposed and striated bedding plane scarps, down-dropping bedrock slabs, emerging 
landslide toes, and abundant tension fractures that disrupt vegetation. A small monitoring system 
of three surface crack extensometers and a weather station show seasonal variation of 
displacement rates and discrete deformation responses to storm events. Although recorded strain 
rates during the monitoring period were relatively slow (Varnes, 1984), previous and ongoing 
retrogressive slope failure may predispose the VZLC to future catastrophic rock avalanches by 
causing incipient detachment of large slabs along bedding planes that have a demonstrated 
ability to slide. The total volume of material affected by incipient detachment is 35.2 x 106 m3, 
which if failed en masse would generate a rock avalanche similar in size to the one that created 
Debris Lobe 2. Smaller partial failures on the scale of Debris Lobe 3 would still be extremely 
destructive and likely impact people and property on the valley floor. 
 The conditions that led to the prehistoric failures of debris lobes 2 and 3 are not unique to 
the VZLC. There is lidar evidence of at least three other landslide complexes that have cataclinal 
bedding structure as well as deposits indicative of long-runout failures (Figure 1). Furthermore, 
at least one of the sites (Racehorse Creek Landslide Complex) has shown recent activity in the 
1950’s (Pringle et al., 1998) and 2000’s (Crider et al., 2009). Further investigation of these 
landslides is needed to elucidate their timing and failure mechanics and would be prudent in light 
of the findings of this study.  
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Table 1. VZLC 14C ages 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Lobe 3 Sample ID Lab ID 14C age 
 Cal. yrs. 
B.P ±1σ 
Cal. yrs. 
B.P. ±2σ Material 
       
 TL-01 176216 745 ±35 665-700 655-735 small twig (3.5 mm long) in diamicton 
 KA-01 176215 1270 ±35 1185-1280 1170-1300 terminal growth ring of in situ intact log  
 RL-02 N114148 830 ±25 700-760 690-785 small twig (2.0 mm long) in diamicton 
 RL-03 N114149 1460 ±60 1300-1400 1285-1520 small twig (2.5 mm long) in diamicton 
 Lobe 2             
 RT-01 175467 1375 ±25 1285-1305 1270-1330 
terminal growth ring of in situ log with 
bark 
 RT-04 175468 1400 ±25 1290-1325 1285-1345 outer growth ring of in situ fragmented log 
 BV-05 N114154 1385 ±30 1285-1315 1275-1345 small twig (2.5 mm long) in diamicton 
 BV-07 N114145 1550 ±35 1400-1520 1365-1530 wood fragment in diamicton 
 WL-01 N114158 1355 ±25 1280-1300 1260-1310 small twig (3.0 mm long) in diamicton 
 WL-04 N114157 1555 ±30 1405-1520 1380-1530 wood fragment in diamicton 
 SF-03 N114153 3150 ±25 3355-3400 3270-3445 wood fragment in diamicton 
  SF-04 N114146 3845 ±30 4160-4350 4155-4360,         4365-4405 wood fragment in diamicton 
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Figures  
 
Figure 1. a. Large bedrock landslides and active faults in the upper Nooksack River Valley. b. Location 
of the VZLC indicating extent of the Eocene Chuckanut Formation and active faults identified in 
northwestern Washington. Landslide mapping by Geoff Malick. Chuckanut Formation mapping by Lapen 
(2000). Boulder Creek Fault location from Sherrod et al. (2013). Birch Bay Fault Location from Kelsey et 
al. (2013).  
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Figure 2. Airborne lidar hillshade map reveals three discrete overlapping landslide debris lobes, two 
associated source zones, and a colluvial lobe formed by small-scale failures. Fluvial incisions, human-
made excavations and lacustrine coring sites provide datable material for 14C analysis. Debris exposures 
also reveal internal stratigraphy and aid in deposit thickness and volume estimations. Failure directions 
are inferred. Color ramps on debris lobes display relative elevation (lighter-higher, darker-lower). Lidar 
data (PSLC, 2006, 2013; WA DNR 2016). Coordinate System: NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane 
Washington.  
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Figure 3. Debris lobe and source area geomorphology. Lidar data (PSLC, 2006, 2013; WA DNR 2016). 
Color ramps on debris lobes display relative elevation (lighter-higher, darker-lower). Coordinate System: 
NAD 1983 HARN StatePlane Washington.  
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Figure 4. Photographs of Debris Lobe 2 internal stratigraphy exposed at the Rutsatz sand and gravel pit 
(A, B) and the NF Nooksack exposure (C, D). A. A laterally continuous clay-rich basal horizon with 
overlying entrained alluvium provides evidence of significant rock avalanche-substrate interaction 
proximal to the Rutsatz Pit. The character of the basal horizon is consistent with mobility-enhancing basal 
mixing (fluidized) layers described in other studies (e.g., Dufresne et al., 2009; 2016). The basal horizon 
directly overlies late-Pleistocene alluvium with a developed paleosol. Numerous buried logs are preserved 
in the clay-rich basal horizon. B. Soft-sediment deformation and alluvium-diamicton mixing. C. Soft-
sediment deformation within clay-rich diamicton and sand. D. Entrained sand pods within deformed clay-
rich diamicton.  
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Figure 5. Probability distributions (Reimer et al., 2009) for VZLC 14C samples. Our most robust sample 
(RT-01) yields a 2-σ age window of 1330-1270 cal. yrs. B.P. for Debris Lobe 2 and overlaps three other 
14C ages for the same deposit. Two wood fragments collected from lacustrine cores yield slightly older 
maximum ages but are still are within 100 years of the emplacement ages provided by twig and in situ log 
samples. Two significantly older ages from wood fragments sampled from the South Fork Nooksack 
exposure are likely sourced from an underlying deposit from a precursor long-runout event. The 1330-
1270 cal. yrs. B.P. age window overlaps two ages for Debris Lobe 3, including an outer growth ring of a 
buried log. Two young samples for Debris lobe 3  (TL-01, RL-02) are from secondary pushes in existing 
holes and likely represent sloughed sediment from higher in the holes. The 1330-1270 cal. yrs. B.P age 
window is contemporaneous with turbidite T4 from a full rupture of the Cascadia Subduction Zone 1350-
1120 cal. yrs. B.P (Goldfinger et al. 2012) and Swantown Marsh tsunami deposits dated at 1350-1160 cal. 
yrs. B.P (Williams and Hutchinson, 2000). All ages are reported as 2-σ.  
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Figure 6. Lidar hillshade perspective views of the VZLC headwall region (a) and expanded perspective 
view of the active southern hollow (b). a. Bedding plane scarps and joint-controlled lateral release 
surfaces serve as the primary controls on deep-seated block sliding at this site. The estimated volume of 
slabs affected by incipient detachment in the central and southern hollows includes all material between 
the backscarps down to the elevation of the toe breakout surface in the central hollow. Dip directions 
throughout the headwall region are in the same direction as the hillslope. However, dip angles are steeper 
than the slope gradient therefore toe breakout (Hungr et al., 2014) is required to accommodate failure 
along weak bedding surfaces.  
b. Expanded view of southern hollow, indicating main features of retrogressive failure and locations of 
extensometers monitoring ongoing deformation (Fig. 7). Mechanical straie on dip surfaces indicate that 
sliding is oblique in the northeast portion of the hollow but becomes progressively more dip-slip 
dominant away from the right-angle detachment. Two discrete bulging toes may be linked to the upper 
and lower down-dropped blocks in the southern hollow. Lidar data (WA DNR, 2016).  
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Figure 7. Normalized extensometer data for Fall 2016 through Winter 2017 (a) and Spring 2016 through 
Summer 2016 (b). a. Rainy season begins in early October with near immediate response from 
extensometer 2 but with a significant lag time for instruments 1 & 3. All three sensors record strain 
acceleration following three moderate-sized storm events during the winter months. Consistent rainfall in 
March and April induces nearly continuous deformation at the three monitoring sites. b. A February 
atmospheric river event accelerates strain rates recorded by all three instruments. Numerous abrupt 
displacement episodes are recorded by extensometer 1 during the spring months. Strain rates gradually 
dissipate through the spring and summer, eventually reaching near zero by August.  
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Figure 8. Cumulative (absolute) extensometer data for Winter 2016 (a) and Winter 2017 (b). the onsite 
tipping cup had equipment issues for much of Winter 2017 and is not included.  	  	  
a.  
b.  
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Supplemental Figures   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S1.“Rutsatz Lake” sediment core RL-03 composed of gravel-rich slide diamicton.  
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S2. “Beaver Lake” sediment core BV-05 showing lacustrine sediments overlying slide 
diamicton. 	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S3. In situ source log for sample RT-01.	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S4. Bark on in situ source log for sample RT-01. 
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S5. In situ source log for sample RT-04.  
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S6. Smooth continuous outer ring surface on the in situ source log for sample KA-01.  	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S7. Wood slab extracted from the in situ source log for sample KA-01. 	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S8. SF Nooksack River exposure showing basal contact of slide diamicton composed of angular 
blocks of the Chuckanut Fm. 	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S9. Rutsatz sand and gravel pit exposure of Debris Lobe 2 showing polymict gravel overlying 
clay-rich slide diamicton.  
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S10. Rutsatz sand and gravel pit exposure of Debris Lobe 2 showing polymict gravel pod within 
slide diamicton.  	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S11. Oblique view photograph of the northern Van Zandt Dike and SF Nooksack Valley from 
the opposing valley wall. 	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S12. Oblique view photograph of the southern and central hollows from the opposing valley 
wall.   	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S13. Tension fracture and location of extensometer 1 in the southern hollow.  
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S14. Highly disturbed and fractured area adjacent to the right-angle detachment in the southern 
hollow (Figure 6). 
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S15. Tension gap in the highly fractured zone of the southern hollow.  	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S16. Recently split tree on the lower block in the southern hollow.  	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S17. Back-rotated trees on the lower block in the southern hollow. Note the blue backpack for 
scale.  	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S18. Exposed and disturbed roots within a tension fracture in the southern hollow. 	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S19. Tension fracture in the upper block in the southern hollow.  	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S20. Recently pulled roots and disturbed soil on the lower block in the southern hollow.   
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S21. Unimeasure JX-PA wire extensometer (monitoring site 1) anchored into bedrock.  	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S22. Moss covered bedding plane scarp and back-rotated trees in the southern hollow. 	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S23. Bedding plane scarp in the northern hollow. 	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S24. Exposed basal shear zone (distributed within coal and mudstone layers) of an actively 
translating block in the southern hollow. 	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S25. Mechanically weak coal layer within friable mudstone exposed in the southern hollow. 	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S26. Bedding plane discontinuity along a lithologic contact in the central hollow. 	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S27. Mechanial straie on a basal failure plane indicate oblique slip of the upper block in the 
southern hollow.  
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S28. Mechanical straie on the basal failure surface for the lower block in the southern hollow. 	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S29. Proximal bulging toe bulldozing mature forest in the southern hollow. 	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S30. Proximal bulging toe engulfing a douglas fir tree in the southern hollow. 	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S31. Earthflow downslope of the southern hollow. Note the bedding plane scarp on the right. 	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S32. Rockslide and rockfall area downslope of the southern hollow. Labelled “active zone” on 
Figure 6.   	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S33.	   Annotated aerial photograph from 1938.  	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S34.  Annotated aerial photograph from 1943.  
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S35.  Annotated aerial photograph from 1967. Note the nearly dried up Williams Lake.  
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S36. Annotated aerial photograph from 1976. Black lines and writing not related to this study.  	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